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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from War! Why Not? Old Glory has
never yet touched the ground. We have unsheathed the sword for justice and for humanity, in
defence of our nation s honor and the safety of civilization. That sword will never be returned until
Germany is beaten and might and force are no longer the measure of right. We have never lost a
battle. We will and must win this battle. We cannot lose; we have never lost. Some simple-minded
ginks in this country think that the Teutonic Tumble-bugs are going to win because they stick it out
so long. Take it from me, the guy who is so intellectually obtuse as to think that Germany will win is
a simple-minded boob. We are bleeding Germany to death. Even Macbeth had his Macduff and
Caesar had his Brutus. When the war is over Wilhelm Hohenzollern will look like a sick cat that was
out in the rain all night. Die Wacht am Rhine may yet have to be changed to Die Schlacht am Rhine.
On what doth this Kaiser...
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The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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